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Helium solubility in olivine and implications for high
3He/4He in ocean island basalts
Stephen W. Parman1†, Mark D. Kurz2, Stanley R. Hart2 & Timothy L. Grove1

High 3He/4He ratios found in ocean island basalts are the main
evidence for the existence of an undegassed mantle reservoir1–3.
However, models of helium isotope evolution depend critically on
the chemical behaviour of helium during mantle melting. It is
generally assumed that helium is strongly enriched in mantle
melts relative to uranium and thorium, yet estimates of helium
partitioning in mantle minerals have produced conflicting
results4–6. Here we present experimental measurements of helium
solubility in olivine at atmospheric pressure. Natural and syn-
thetic olivines were equilibrated with a 50% helium atmosphere
and analysed by crushing in vacuo followed by melting, and yield a
minimum olivine–melt partition coefficient of 0.0025 6 0.0005
(s.d.) and a maximum of 0.0060 6 0.0007 (s.d.). The results
indicate that helium might be more compatible than uranium
and thorium during mantle melting and that high 3He/4He ratios
can be preserved in depleted residues of melting. A depleted source
for high 3He/4He ocean island basalts would resolve the apparent
discrepancy7 in the relative helium concentrations of ocean island
and mid-ocean-ridge basalts.

Although there is a general consensus that Earth started with an
initial 3He/4He ratio of ,120R a (R a ¼ (3He/4He)sample/
(3He/4He)atmosphere), its subsequent evolution is not well con-
strained8. In the ‘standard’ model, He is assumed to be more
incompatible than U þ Th (the parent isotopes of 4He) during
melting9. If so, any melting event will leave the mantle residue
enriched in U þ Th relative to He, and it will evolve radiogenic He
isotope ratios (low 3He/4He; Fig. 1a). In this model, the unmelted,
undegassed mantle has the highest 3He/4He ratios and highest He
concentrations of any mantle reservoir and is the likely source of high
3He/4He in ocean island basalt (OIB)2,9.

In an alternative model, He is assumed to be more compatible
than U þ Th during melting, in which case melting decreases the
parent/daughter ratio (U þ Th)/He of the mantle. Therefore the
3He/4He ratio of a depleted residue will decrease more slowly with
time than an undegassed reservoir (Fig. 1b). In this case, the highest
3He/4He mantle reservoirs are the depleted residues of melting, but
unlike in the standard model, these high 3He/4He sources will have
low He concentrations10. The older the depletion event and the
greater the degree of melting, the larger the difference will be between
a depleted and undepleted source.

Most OIBs have higher 3He/4He ratios and lower gas contents than
mid-ocean-ridge basalt (MORB)11–13. This has been termed the
‘helium paradox’7 and is more consistent with the alternative
model than the standard model. However, concentrations of noble
gases in lavas are dominated by shallow degassing processes, and the
relative gas concentrations in OIBs and MORBs may not reflect the
gas concentrations in their sources. Studies of concentration ratios
(for example He/Ne) indicate that simple degassing cannot explain
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Figure 1 | Age versus He isotope ratios for two different helium isotopic
evolution models. Both start with an initial 3He/4He of 120Ra (ref. 8).
a, The standard model, in which helium is more incompatible than U and
Th. The undegassed mantle (thick black line, (238U/3He)present ¼ 450,
(232Th/238U)present ¼ 4) is assumed to be sampled by OIB and so the model
parameters are set to produce a 3He/4He ratio of 50 (the highest
measured 3He/4He in OIB30) in the undegassed mantle. A melting event at
2Gyr is also shown, at which point the (238U/3He) of the depleted mantle is
increased by a factor of 28.6 relative to the undegassed mantle, such that it
evolves to a present-day value of 8Ra (grey line). This is one model for
the origin of the depleted MORB source. The melt has a low (UþTh)/He
until it approaches the surface and degasses, increasing the (238U/3He)
1,000-fold. Oceanic and crustal materials made from such degassed melts
will rapidly evolve very low 3He/4He ratios (dashed line). The horizontal
line shows a constant 3He/4He for reference. b, Alternative model in which
He is more compatible than UþTh (the line styles are the same as in a).
Here we assume that the highest 3He/4He OIBs are melts of depleted
mantle. The undegassed mantle has (238U/3He)present ¼ 600 and
(232Th/238U)present ¼ 4, and melting at 2Gyr produces a depleted residue
with a (238U/3He) one-tenth that of the undegassedmantle, which evolves to
a present-day 3He/4He of 50. As in a, the degassed melt rapidly evolves low
3He/4He.
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the differences in noble-gas concentrations or their relative abun-
dances in most cases. A variety of more complex degassing models
have been proposed to resolve the helium paradox within the
framework of the standard model11,12,14. Nevertheless, no direct
observation indicates that the OIB source is gas-rich compared
with the MORB source, as required by the standard model.

To help in distinguishing between the two models, we have
measured the solubility of He in natural and synthetic olivine by
using high-temperature controlled-oxygen-fugacity experiments at
1 atm pressure. The experiments were specifically designed to avoid
the entrapment of melt or gas inclusions, problems that affected
previous experimental studies4,5,15 (Fig. 2; see Methods). In particu-
lar, the olivine samples were not placed in contact with a melt phase.
The partition coefficient of helium (DHe) between olivine and melt is
calculated from the published solubility of He in basaltic melts16,17.
The melts used in those studies were close to (although not exactly
in) equilibrium with the olivines used in our experiments. The errors
introduced into our calculation ofD should be negligible, because He
solubility seems to vary little in basaltic compositions16,17.

He concentrations in the experimental olivines were measured by
noble-gas mass spectrometry by crushing in vacuo followed by
melting of the crushed sample18. Crushing is thought to release
only gas trapped in melt and gas inclusions, whereas subsequent
melting releases the gas dissolved in the crystal structure. However,
50–70% of the total gas contained in our samples was released by
crushing (Fig. 3). On the basis of extensive microscopic examination
of the starting materials and run products, we believe that this was
not caused by gas inclusions, bubbles or nanopores (see Methods).
Moreover, both natural and synthetic olivine samples yielded the
same gas release pattern (Fig. 3). If inclusions were dominating the
He release this should not occur, because the two types of olivine
should have very different inclusion populations. This indicates that
some of the gas released during crushing might actually be dissolved
in the olivine structure, as has been observed in some previous
studies19. However, this evidence is circumstantial. Nanometre-scale

inclusions or voids cannot be completely ruled out as a source for the
crush gas at this point.

Three additional experiments were performed in which the olivine
starting material was ground to submillimetre grain sizes before the
experiment, to test the influence of sintering and surface area. These
samples showed slightly elevated gas release during both crushing
and melting (Fig. 3), indicating that measurable quantities of gas can
be trapped between grains or adsorbed on grain surfaces. This is
probably the cause of high values of D for noble gases in previous
studies that used fine (,10-mm diameter) mineral powders15. How-
ever, the results show that, in the present experiments, sintering and
surface adsorption were not major sources of He.

The amount of gas released by melting of the crushed powders was
quite consistent, yielding a DHe of 0.0025 ^ 0.0005 (excluding
experiment 106C, see Fig. 3 caption and Methods). The similarity
of DHe in natural, iron-bearing and synthetic, iron-free olivine
indicates that vacancies might have a limited effect on He solubility
because the point-defect population in olivine is primarily controlled

Figure 2 | Plot of helium content of experimental olivines against the
calculated olivine–melt DHe for the data of ref. 4 (filled diamonds) and the
present study (filled triangles). The data from ref. 4 show a large range of
DHe that correlates with the He contents of the olivines. A true partition
coefficient is expected to obey Henry’s law and should be constant (grey
horizontal line). A model in which an olivine with low He contents
(1027 cm3 STP g21) is variably contaminated with the melt from the
experiments fits the data very well (dashed curve) and indicates that melt
inclusions in the olivine might be responsible for the changingD values and
He contents in ref. 4. A linear fit (representing a mixing line) through the
data (solid black curve) yields an R2 of 0.951 and an intercept of 0.0027. The
intercept represents the DHe value at a hypothetical zero level of
contamination and is a lower limit on DHe in the experiments of ref. 4. The
lower limit corresponds well to the DHe values (0.0025–0.0060) reported
here and indicates that the experiments might be obeying Henry’s law. The
D values of this study were calculated by dividing the amount of He released
by melting by the solubility of He in basaltic melt
(5 £ 1024 cm3 STP g21 atm21)16,17.

Figure 3 | Helium released from experimental olivine grains during
crushing and melting. a, Gas released per impact. For the large-grain-size
experiments 100A (filled circles, AAA gem San Carlos olivine), 102A (filled
squares, AA gem San Carlos olivine) and 104A (filled diamonds, pure
synthetic forsterite) and for the powder experiments 106A (open circles,
,100-mm grains, San Carlos olivine), 106B (open squares,,750-mm grains,
San Carlos olivine) and 106C (open diamonds,,500-mm grains, San Carlos
olivine). The values for gas released are calculated by dividing the amount of
gas measured at each analytical step by the number of impacts that occurred
since the last analysis and therefore represent average release values over
that span of impacts. The last two symbols in each sequence (in the grey
region) are the total amount of gas released by crushing and by melting.
Excluding experiment 106C, the total amount of gas released by crushing is
more variable (RSD ¼ 34%) than the amount released by melting
(RSD ¼ 21%), indicating that some part of the crush gas might reside in a
different location than the gas released by melting. b, Cumulative amount of
gas released by crushing divided by the total amount of gas released. The
symbols are the same as in a. Between 50% and 70% of the total
(crushþmelt) gas in the samples is released by crushing (excluding
experiment 106C). The gas release curves flatten after ,150 impacts,
indicating either that there might be some fraction (,20%) of the gas that
cannot be released by crushing or that the crushing process might have
reached its limit and is no longer breaking grains.
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by Fe3þ substitutions20. For the same reason, the effect of oxygen
fugacity fO2

on DHe should also be relatively small. The total amount
of He released by crushing and melting (using only the large-grain-
size experiments) yields an average DHe of 0.0060 ^ 0.0007, the
maximum value that these experiments would support. Because we
do not fully understand the origin of the gas released by crushing, in
the following discussion we use only the lower value of 0.0025. Using
the higher value would only strengthen our conclusions. This value is
lower than previous experimental measurements (0.01–0.005)4,5 and
within estimates of maximum DHe based on natural olivine–melt
pairs: 0.001 (M.D.K., unpublished observations) to 0.008 (ref. 6).
Note that our value for DHe is, strictly, valid only at the experimental
conditions. We assume that DHe is similar at mantle melting
conditions. Preliminary experiments on the effects of oxygen fugacity
and temperature support this view, although the effects of pressure
have yet to be quantified.

The solubility experiments indicate that ancient melt-depleted
mantle might retain high 3He/4He ratios. DHe in olivine (ol) is
similar to the estimated DHe for clinopyroxene (cpx)21, indicating
that He might be distributed relatively evenly between the mantle
minerals (Fig. 4). In contrast, most trace elements (including U and
Th) are strongly concentrated in cpx and garnet (gt). Thus, unlike
other isotopic systems (for example Sr, Nd and Pb), the parent
isotopes (235,238U and 232Th) in the He system may reside largely in a
different mantle mineral from their daughter isotope (4He). This
has implications for He isotope evolution because mantle melting is
non-modal. That is, the minerals do not enter the melt in the same
proportion in which they are present in the mantle. Clinopyroxene
and gt enter the melt at 2-3 times the rate of ol and orthopyroxene

(opx)22. So, as melting proceeds, the fraction of cpx and gt (the main
carriers of the parent isotopes) in the residue will decrease and the
fraction of ol (the main carrier of the daughter isotope) will increase.

During early melting of a gt or spinel (sp) lherzolite (olþopxþ
cpxþsp/gt), the bulk D (the mineral–melt D values multiplied by
their modal fraction in the mantle) for U and Th may be close to
that of He, but will rapidly fall as cpx and gt are removed by non-
modal melting (Fig. 4). In contrast, the bulk D for He will remain
relatively constant or may even rise. When all of the cpx and gt are
removed, leaving a harzburgite residue, DUþTh will be significantly
lower than DHe (Fig. 4). For dunite, the difference will be even
greater. Harzburgite and especially dunite residues should have
exceedingly low (U þ Th)/He, and will preserve high 3He/4He ratios
relative to an undegassed source (Fig. 1b).

Given the paucity of noble-gas partitioning data, quantitative
modelling assuming a particular melting style (for example batch,
fractional or continuous) is premature. However, a few points can be
made. If the bulk D for He is greater than the bulk D for UþTh, then
both batch and fractional models will produce residues with low
(UþTh)/He. Fractional melting will produce the most fractionated
(lowest) (UþTh)/He, whereas batch melting will produce the least.
Other melting models will fall between these two extreme cases.
Combined with the effects of non-modal melting, the difference
between DHe and DUþTh in olivine is so large that it eclipses most
other factors (Fig. 4).

Whereas our experimental samples were specifically chosen for
their lack of mineral, melt or gas inclusions, most natural minerals
have such inclusions. Melt inclusions will act as phases with D ¼ 1
for all elements. Gas inclusions will have high D for helium but lowD
for U and Th. Thus, the effective olivine–melt DHe in nature is likely
to be higher than our measured value on ‘unnaturally’ inclusion-free
minerals.

It is likely that depleted residues are present throughout the
mantle. Clinopyroxene-poor lherzolites, harzburgites and dunites
are produced at mid-ocean ridges23 and subduction zones24, and are
subducted at convergent margins. In addition, 142Nd isotope data
indicate that most of the mantle might have been depleted early in
Earth’s history25. If depleted residues can retain high 3He/4He, they
are potential sources for at least some of the high-3He/4He OIB.
Correlations between Sr, Nd and He isotopes have been used to
support this idea26. However, undegassed mantle can also yield high
3He/4He in OIB (Fig. 4). The most direct way to distinguish between
the two possibilities would be to accurately constrain the pre-
degassing abundances of He and other noble gases in OIB and
MORB. The low He concentrations in OIB, relative to MORB,
indicate that they might have ancient depleted sources, but confirm-
ing this hypothesis will require significant advances in our under-
standing of magmatic devolatilization mechanisms and volatile
element fractionation.

METHODS
Experiments. To avoid the problems encountered in previous studies, the
olivine samples were equilibrated directly with a 50% (v/v) He atmosphere in
a 1-atm gas mixing furnace at 1,350 8C. The remaining 50% of the atmosphere
was a mixture of CO2 and H2, which was used to maintain the fO2

at the Ni–NiO
oxygen buffer. The samples were large (millimetre-sized) pieces of inclusion-
free, gem-quality olivine. These were placed in large (centimetre-sized) capsules
of San Carlos olivine and run for 17–21 days to ensure diffusive equilibrium27.
There was no evidence of sintering or reaction after the experiment. Three
starting materials were used: two types of natural San Carlos olivine (AAA and
AA grade, faceted gems) and a synthetic pure forsterite (produced by the Linde
Corporation). The starting materials for experiment 100A were extensively
examined for inclusions and pores before and after the experiments, by optical
microscopy, back-scattered and secondary electron imaging, and annular dark-
field/bright-field imaging with a scanning transmission electron microscope
(STEM). The materials were inclusion-free and pore-free down to the resolution
of the STEM, ,10 nm. The volume of olivine imaged with the STEM was
,109 nm3.

Figure 4 | Partition coefficients for U (squares), Th (circles) and He (filled
circles and field) relevant to mantle melting. a, Individual mineral–melt
D values for garnet (gt), clinopyroxene (cpx), orthopyroxene (opx) and
olivine (ol). b, Bulk D values for garnet lherzolite (gt–lher), spinel lherzolite
(sp–lher), harzburgite (harz) and dunite (dun). The DHe value for olivine is
from this study (large filled circle). We assume that the value measured at
1 atm is applicable to melting at depth. Values for DHe in gt, cpx and opx
have not been published. Here we use experiments on the heavier noble
gases21 and He analyses from natural samples28 to infer upper and lower
bounds on DHe in these minerals. Partition coefficients for U and Th are
averages of all published values. No partitioning data are available for spinel
and so allD values are assumed to be zero. See Methods for a full discussion
of how the D values were calculated and for the references used. During the
early stages of melting (lherzolite assemblage), the bulk D for U and Th fall
on the lower side of theDHe field. However, the bulkD for U and Th quickly
decrease as melting proceeds and the residue approaches harzburgite
(ol þ opx) and dunite (ol) assemblages. The fractions of minerals [ol, opx,
cpx, sp, gt] used in the calculation of the bulk D values are garnet lherzolite
[0.61, 0.13, 0.13, 0.0, 0.13], spinel lherzolite [0.61, 0.20, 0.17, 0.02, 0.0],
harzburgite [0.74, 0.23, 0.0, 0.03, 0] and dunite [1.0, 0, 0, 0, 0].
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Three additional experiments were performed in which the starting material
(non-gem-quality San Carlos olivine) was ground to ,100-mm, ,500-mm and
,750-mm grain size to examine the effects of surface area and sintering. Other
than the grain size, the experimental conditions were the same as for the first
three experiments. The materials in run 106A, with the ,100-mm grain size,
sintered together and to the capsule wall, whereas those in the other two powder
experiments did not. Run conditions and analytical data are provided in
Supplementary Tables 1 and 2.
Gas analyses. For the large-grain-size experiments, the analyses were performed
after every 20 impacts except for the first two analyses, which were taken after one
impact. For the powdered experiments, analyses were taken after every 20 steps.
The large-grain-size experiments (100A, 102A and 104A) show highly consistent
crushing (total crush relative standard deviation (RSD) ¼ 23%) and melting
(melt RSD ¼ 14%) release patterns. The powder experiments (106A, 106B and
106C) show noticeably higher gas release during crushing and melting. Exper-
iment 106C in particular is anomalous with large amounts of gas released during
melting and small amounts of gas released during crushing relative to the other
powdered experiments. This experiment is excluded from all calculations of
solubility and partitioning. Considering all of the experiments except 106C, the
total amount of gas released by crushing is more variable (RSD ¼ 34%) than the
amount released by melting (RSD ¼ 21%), indicating that some part of the crush
gas might reside in a different location from the gas released by melting.
Partition coefficients. The grey field in Fig. 4 represents the range of HeD values
that can be supported by experimental or, lacking that, natural estimates of
partition coefficients. The lower bounds on DHe in gt, cpx and opx are based on
the published experimental D values for Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe in cpx21. We
extrapolated the lattice-strain parabola for cpx defined by the noble gases heavier
than He, which yields a value of ,0.0003. As there are no noble-gas partitioning
data for opx or gt we make the ad hoc assumption that they have the same DHe as
cpx. The upper bound was estimated from measurements of total He contents in
ol, opx and cpx in peridotites28. The data are quite scattered, with relative
standard deviations up to 100%. From median values, the opx has about fivefold
more He, and the cpx about tenfold more He, than the olivine crystals in the
samples. For the upper curve we assume that these ratios also reflect the relative
sizes of the partition coefficients. As there are no gt data for the peridotite, we
assume that its DHe is the same as that for cpx. The peridotite data are strongly
affected by inclusions, but they do indicate a plausible upper bound. The
decrease in DHe from cpx to opx to ol in the natural data resembles the
decreasing compatibility of other incompatible trace elements (for example U
and Th) in these minerals (Fig. 4), and would be consistent with He partitioning
being controlled by the same parameters (for example atomic size, charge and
lattice-site size mismatch) that control most trace element partitioning21.

The mineral–melt D values for U and Th are averages of published experi-
mental data (references in Supplementary Information). Our bulk D values
calculated from the average mineral–meltD values (Fig. 4) agree well with bulkD
values calculated from lattice-strain models29.
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